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Nonlinear calibration of a laser stripe profiler
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Abstract. The calibration of a laser stripe profiler consisting of a laser
stripe projector, camera, and linear motion table is considered. A nonlin-
ear system model is used, which accommodates radial distortion in the
camera lens. The way in which stripe data is extracted from the camera
images leads to a natural formulation of the calibration problem as a
nonlinear least squares problem. This can then be solved using standard
techniques. The use of this nonlinear model reduces the error in the
generated 3-D data by over an order of magnitude. © 2001 Society of Photo-
Optical Instrumentation Engineers. [DOI: 10.1117/1.1416694]
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1 Introduction

A laser stripe profiler is one of many techniques1 for gen-
erating dense 3-D surface information. Such data have uses
in computer vision, computer graphics for generation of
realistic object models, and medical applications.

A laser stripe profiler consists of a laser source, camera,
and linear motion platform, in an arrangement such as il-
lustrated in Fig. 1. The laser source emits a plane of light
that forms an illuminated stripe on the object’s surface.
This is viewed by a camera displaced from the laser plane.
In the indicated arrangement, the stripe runs roughly from
the top to the bottom of the images. The horizontal dis-
placement is related to surface shape. The data extracted
from the image are in whichever column~x direction! the
stripe crosses each row. The position in thex direction is
estimated to subpixel accuracy using a subpixel operator
such as Gaussian interpolation.2 Given the camera intrinsic
parameters and its relative location with respect to the laser
plane, the position of the corresponding point in the laser
stripe~i.e., the coordinates in the laser stripe plane! can be
estimated by triangulation. Finally, these can be trans-
formed into 3-D coordinates by incorporating the known
motion of the object relative to the laser plane.

The classic approach to calibration of a laser striping
system3–6 is to first use a standard camera calibration tech-
nique, such as in Ref. 7, to estimate the camera parameters.
Then the parameters of the laser plane are estimated by
projecting observed points into 3-D locations and fitting a
plane by least squares. This approach has a number of
drawbacks. It divides the calibration into two subproblems,
which may result in a suboptimal estimate of the param-
eters. More importantly, it requires an intensity image from
the camera. In many systems, this is not feasible, because
the camera lens may be heavily filtered so that only the
laser light is visible, for example, or the images are pro-
cessed on the fly within the sensor to extract stripe data and
thus only stripe position data are available.

As noted before, part of the 3-D data generation proce-
dure can be viewed as mapping observed image points to
positions in the plane of the laser stripe. The latter is given
by the distance from the camera optic center to the point in

the laser stripe plane along the ray through the camera im-
age point. It is commonly referred to as height and forms a
1-D function of the image coordinates. Estimating this
function directly is the basis of several methods.

In Ref. 8, the height is assumed to be a cubic function of
the image coordinates. A set of parallel planar surfaces~at
different spacings off the motion table! are scanned. The
parameters of the cubic are estimated from the known dis-
tance between the surfaces.

In Ref. 9, a more sophisticated calibration target is used,
which has a staircase-like face. By scanning this, the height
function is densely sampled. These data are used in a
look-up table, along with linear interpolation, to approxi-
mate the height function on scanned objects. Height mea-
surements are converted to 3-D coordinates by assuming
that the height is in theY-Z plane~i.e., this plane contains
the laser source! and the motion is in theX-Y plane.

For these polynomial methods to generate accurate re-
sults, a complex calibration target is needed so that densely
sampled data are generated. Better accuracy is obtained us-
ing a physical model of the system.10

In Ref. 11, a linear system model is used. A 3-D coor-
dinate,X l , frame is associated with the laser plane~such
that the laser lies inx50!. It is assumed that the transfor-
mation from this coordinate frame to a world coordinate
frame, in which some calibration objects are measured, is
known. Since the model is linear, the map from the image
plane coordinates to a 2-D coordinate frame for the laser
plane is specified by a 333 homotopy. By aligning the
axes of the 2-D laser plane coordinates with they and z
axes ofX l , a map can be defined from the image plane
coordinates toX l . This is specified by a 433 matrix, of
which the top row contains 0~because of the choice that the
laser lines onx50! and the bottom three rows contain the
homotopy from image plane to laser plane. The elements of
this matrix can be estimated from the image plane locations
of image points generated from several known world
planes.

In Ref. 12, a nonlinear model of the system is used that
incorporates standard terms in the camera model to handle
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radial distortion effects. The raw data used are the motion
platform position that particular points on a planar calibra-
tion target pass through the laser plane, and the observed
image location. The points used are the centroids of circular
disks on the surface. The required data have to be estimated
by interpolation. The planar target is scanned in two differ-
ent positions to generate enough data samples.

The method described resembles that in Ref. 11, in that
the raw data observed from world planes are used in the
calibration process. But unlike that work, a nonlinear sys-
tem model is used. We use a nonlinear system model simi-
lar to that in Ref. 12. But it does not use fiducial marks as
in Ref. 12, because this introduces the need toa priori
interpolate sensor data. This combination of raw data as
input and nonlinear system model results in improved ac-
curacy. In many respects the approach taken here is similar
to bundle adjustment procedures used in photogrammetry
~e.g., Ref. 13! in that a nonlinear method is used to adjust
the system parameters to best accommodate all measured
data. The difference is that in this system, one of the com-
ponents~the laser! is not a camera, although it can be con-
sidered in some respects to be a special type of linear cam-

era. Another important contribution of this work is the
formulation of the calibration as a nonlinear least squares
problem, which means that standard numerical methods can
be used to solve the problem.

The rest of this work is outlined as follows. In Sec. 2,
the nonlinear system model is described. The details of the
calibration procedure are presented in Sec. 3, and its ex-
perimental evaluation is described in Sec. 4. We conclude
in Sec. 5 with a discussion of the method’s performance
and an indication of areas requiring further work.

2 System Description and Model

The laser stripe profiler consists of a camera viewing a
scene into which a plane of laser light~generated with a
cylindrical lens! is projected. The object of interest is
moved through the scene along a linear trajectory. The
camera and laser are arranged such that notionally the vis-
ible laser stripe appears as a vertical line in the camera’s
field of view, and such that the direction of motion is no-
tionally along the camera/laser baseline. It is useful to iden-

Fig. 1 Overview of the laser profiling system.
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tify several coordinate frames as, shown in Fig. 2. The vari-
ous coordinate frames will be identified with subscripts as
follows:

w world coordinate frame attached to object being mea-
sured~3-D!

c camera coordinate frame~i3-D!
i camera image plane coordinate frame~2-D!.

Let xw be the coordinates of a point on the surface of the
object being profiled, in a world coordinate frame fixed
relative to the object.

A coordinate framexc associated with the camera is in-
troduced. The Euclidian transformation between the fixed
and the camera coordinate frames is specified by a rotation
R and a translationt, namely

xc5Rxw1t1tDm, ~1!

wheret is the image number~starting at 0!, i.e., the ‘‘time,’’
D is the distance moved between images, andm is the unit
vector representing the direction of travel between images.

A standard camera model containing a single nonlinear
term for radial distortion is used.13 The transformation from
xc to xi is as follows. Letxu be undistorted image plane
coordinates given by

xu5
xc

zc
, yu5

yc

zc
. ~2!

These are related to distorted image plane coordinatesxd by

xu5~11K1r 2!xd , ~3!

wherer 25xd
21yd

2 andK1 is a radial distortion coefficient.
The observed image plane coordinatesxi are then

xi5Fsx k

0 sy
Gxd1Fcx

cy
G , ~4!

wheresx , sy are focal lengths~measured in pixels! in each
of the sensor grid directions,k is a skew parameter, and
(cx ,cy) is the optic center.

The light projected by the laser lies in a plane. The plane
is specified by a normaln and an offsetd from the origin.
In the camera coordinate frame, the laser plane is thus rep-
resented by

nc
Txc1dc50. ~5!

Operation of the profiler generates (xi ,t) tuples for
points on the surfaces of visible objects. From these, an
estimate ofxw is to be generated. From Eq.~4!,

xd5F 1

sx

2k

sxsy

0
1

sy

G S xi2Fcx

cy
G D . ~6!

Hencexu can be calculated from Eq.~3!, and xc ex-
pressed as

xc5zcFxu

1 G ~7!

Fig. 2 3-D laser profiler model.
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in terms of the unknownzc . Substituting this into Eq.~5!,
we obtain

zc5
2dc

nc
TFxu

1 G . ~8!

Thus,xw can be determined from Eq.~1!.

3 System Calibration

Calibration is the determination of optimal values for the
model parameters:R, t, m, nc , dc , sx , k, cx , sy , cy , and
K1 . This is accomplished by scanning a calibration target
about which world information isa priori known. The tar-
get used consists of several planar surfaces having the pat-
tern shown in Fig. 3 printed on them. A three surface target
is shown in Fig. 4. The data obtained from scanning the
calibration target are presented to an operator as the inten-

sity recorded along the laser stripe for each scan, as shown
in Fig. 5. The operator then identifies the regions corre-
sponding to the circular fiducial marks and the rectangular
planar regions. These data are used in the parameter esti-
mation process.

Determining optimal values for the model parameters
can be formulated as a nonlinear regression problem, as
shown in Sec. 3.1. This uses the raw scan data from the
planar surfaces only. The nonlinear regression problem can
be solved using any one of a variety of standard numerical
tools. Most of these methods only guarantee to find values
that are locally optimal, and need some form of augmenta-
tion to maximize the likelihood of finding the global opti-
mum. One approach would be to use a generic strategy,
such as starting the numerical method from several random
sets of initial parameter estimates. However, a good initial
estimate is easily obtained by ignoring the radial distortion
parameter, i.e., assumingK150. By doing so, the problem
of estimating the remaining parameters can be converted
into a linear function of the 3-D coordinates of the fiducial
marks, and the position/time when they are observed to
pass through the laser stripe. This procedure is described in
Sec. 3.2. The position and time when a fiducial mark passes
through a stripe is not directly measured, but needs to be
estimated from the raw data. A method for doing this is
given in Sec. 6.

Fig. 3 The pattern used on each face of the calibration target.

Fig. 4 A calibration target consisting of three planar faces.

Fig. 5 Image constructed from intensity recorded along the laser
stripe in each scan.
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3.1 Nonlinear Estimation

The planar surfaces of the calibration target are specified in
a world coordinate frame associated with the target as

pw~k!Txw1qw~k!50, k51 . . .N. ~9!

An external measurement system is required to provide the
calibration target parameters

pw~k!,qw~k!,k51, . . . ,N.

The raw data acquired from the target consists of sets of
tuples (xi ,yi ,t) for each planek, which record when the
stripe at timet lies on planek, such that the stripe is mea-
sured to intersect rowyi at columnxi

o . Thus, if w repre-
sents the system parameters (R, t, sx , etc.!, and the system
model can be expressed as

xi5 f k~yi ,t;w!, ~10!

then the system parameters can be estimated by nonlinear
least squares minimization of

E5(
k

(
yi

@xi
o2 f k~yi ,t;w!#2. ~11!

The rest of this section shows howf k can be derived. The
k’th calibration target plane in Eq.~9! can be expressed in
camera coordinates as

pc
Txc1qc50, ~12!

where thek arguments have been dropped for clarity, and

pc5Rpw~k! ~13!

qc5qw~k!1tDpw~k!Tm2pc
Tt. ~14!

Hence Eq.~8! can be rewritten as

zc5
2dc

~n1xd1n2yd!~11K1r 2!1n3

, ~15!

where theni are the components ofnc . Substituting this
into Eq. ~12! gives

~11K1r 2!@qc~n1xd1n2yd!2dc~p1xd1p2yd!#

1qcn32dcp350, ~16!

where thepi are the components ofpc . Substituting forr,
xd , andyd from Eq. ~6! gives a cubic polynomial forxi in
terms of t, yi , the system parameters, and the calibration
target plane parameters:

Axi
31Bxi

21Cxi1D50, ~17!

where

A5K1b3a1 ~18!

B5K1b2~3a1g1a2yd! ~19!

C5ba11K1b~a1yd
212a2gyd13a1g2! ~20!

D5a31a1g1a2yd1K1~a2yd1a1g!~yd
21g2! ~21!

a5qcnc2dcpc ~22!

b5
1

sx
~23!

g52b~kyd1cx! ~24!

yd5
yi2cy

sy
. ~25!

3.2 Initial Parameter Estimation

By assuming thatK150 ~so that xd5xu), the camera
model in Eqs.~1! through~4! can be written succinctly in
homogeneous coordinates as

Fxi

1 G5lK @R t1tDm#Fxw

1 G , ~26!

where

K5F sx k cx

0 sy cy

0 0 1
G . ~27!

By subtracting the third row multiplied byxi from the first,
and the third row multiplied byyi from the second, Eq.~26!
is reduced to two equations that do not containl. These
can be rearranged into

Fxw yw zw 1 0 0 0 0 2xixw 2xiyw 2xizw 2xi tD 0 2tDxi

0 0 0 0 xw yw zw 1 2yixw 2yiyw 2yizw 2yi 0 tD 2tDyi
G l150, ~28!

where

l15@K1.R K1.t K 2.R K2.t K 3.R K3.t K 1.m K2.m K3.m#T, ~29!
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using the notationK j for the j ’th row of K . This collects all
of the involved unknown system parameters intol1 .

The laser plane equation~5! can be transformed into
world coordinates to give

nc
TRxw1nc

Tt1tDnc
Tm1dc50. ~30!

This can be written as

@xw yw zw 1 tD# l250, ~31!

where

l25@nc
TR nc

Tt1dc nc
Tm#T. ~32!

If the internal structure ofl1 and l2 is ignored and instead
they are treated as independent vectors, then Eqs.~28! and
~31! form constraints to solvel1 andl2 separately. The next
two subsections show how this can be done using linear
methods. The final step is to estimate the original param-
eters from l1 and l2 . Standard QR decomposition tech-
niques, e.g., Ref. 14, are available that decomposel1 into
the camera extrinsic parametersR and t, and the camera
intrinsic parameterssx , sy , k, cx , andcy , and to recover
nc anddc . The remaining system parameter is the motion
direction m, which can be estimated froml2 using the
pseudo-inverse.

3.2.1 Camera parameters

Let A1 be the 2N315 matrix formed by stacking Eq.~28!
for each of the available data points one above the other,
given that there areN fiducial marks. Thus, the estimate for
the parametersl1 is the solution to

min
l1

iA1l1i2, ~33!

subject to a constraint, sayi l1i51, to avoid the trivial so-
lution l150. The estimate ofl1 is then the singular vector
associated with the smallest singular value ofA1 .15

3.2.2 Laser stripe parameters

Let A2 be theN35 matrix formed by stacking Eq.~31! for
each of the available data points one above the other. Thus,
the estimate for the parametersl2 is the solution to

min
l2

iA2l2i2, ~34!

subject to a constraint to avoid the trivial solutionl250.
The most natural constraint to impose is that the sum of
squares for the first three components ofl2 equal 1, since
these represent the unit vectornf . If we define

B5F I3 0

0 0G , ~35!

then the estimate ofl2 is the solution to

min
l2

iA2l2i2 subject toiBl2i251. ~36!

This is a constrained minimization of a quadratic form with
quadratic constraints and has a solution as follows. Let

l215@n1 n2 n3#T ~37!

l225@d a4#T, ~38!

so thatl25@ l21 l22#
T. Let A21 be the first three columns of

A2 and letA22 be the last two columns. Define

C5A21
T ~ IN2A22~A22

T A22!
21A22

T !A21, ~39!

thenl21 is the eigenvector ofC associated with the smallest
eigenvalue ofC, and l22 is given by

l2252~A22
T A22!

21A22
T A21l21. ~40!

4 Experimental Results

An experimental system was constructed to test this algo-
rithm. It consisted of a linear motion platform that moved
in a horizontal plane. A class C red laser with a Gaussian
lens was used to generate a vertical laser plane such that the
direction of platform motion was perpendicular to the laser
plane. The motion platform moved 600 mm during scan-
ning, starting 300 mm to one side of the laser plane. A
standard 1/3-in. CCIR CCD camera was used to capture
images via a 4.8-mm lens. It was positioned above the mo-
tion platform looking down 45 deg toward where the laser
plane intersected the plane in which the linear motion plat-
form moved, and approximately 1200 mm from that point.
The motion platform was moved 0.5 mm between scans.
Note that the measurements given are nominal values. The
components were not carefully arranged to be at these po-
sitions. The exact positioning is unknown. The CCIR video
signal was digitized with a Matrox Meteor framegrabber at
5763768 resolution. Images were captured in a darkened
room to enhance the contrast.

The method was applied to data from the test system.
Typical results from the linear initial parameter estimation
scheme are

nc
T5@0.000 20.000 20.999# ~41!

dc520.313 ~42!

mT5@0.005 0.113 20.993# ~43!

R5F 20.807 20.412 20.422

20.019 20.697 0.717

20.590 0.587 0.554
G ~44!

tT5@0.070 20.001 20.156# ~45!

sx ,k,cx ,sy ,cy ,K151.09,0.009,255.1,1.505,292.8,0.0~46!

rms~E!50.04264, ~47!
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where the distance units are meters. The last item rms(E) is
calculated by dividing the value of Eq.~11! by the number
of data points and taking the square root of this.

The nonlinear least squares problem in Eq.~11! was
solved using the Polak-Ribiere conjugate gradient
method.16 The output of the nonlinear estimation from this
starting point generated the following results

nc
T5@0.820 0.071 0.574# ~48!

dc520.466 ~49!

mT5@0.868 20.304 0.390# ~50!

R5F 20.867 0.335 0.368

0.054 20.672 0.738

0.495 0.670 0.565
G ~51!

tT5@20.191 0.039 0.833# ~52!

sx ,k,cx ,sy ,cy ,K151000.0,20.00004,256.0,1000,256.0,

20.0014 ~53!

rms~E!50.001453. ~54!

This shows an order of magnitude improvement in the rms
error.

Another measure of the performance is to back-project
each observation point (xi ,t) into 3-D and measure the
distance from the true plane that the data point lies on.
Statistics of these are given in Table 1 and show an order of
magnitude improvement in standard deviation.

The back-projected data points using the parameters re-
sulting from the nonlinear estimation are illustrated in
Fig. 6.

5 Conclusion

A nonlinear least-squares-based method for calibrating a
laser stripe profiling system is presented. A nonlinear model
of the system is used, which allows for radial distortion in
the camera lens. A calibration target consisting of a set of
planar surfaces is used. An explicit function for the error in
the stripe observations off this target is developed. This is
then used in a nonlinear least squares algorithm. A separate
linear calibration method is used to generate initial esti-
mates of the system parameters. The nonlinear estimation
method results in a significant improvement in the system’s
performance.

A number of areas have been identified for future work.
The use of centroid estimates in the preliminary calibration

phase is a major source of errors. They will be replaced
with corner features, and ultimately, a linear calibration
method that uses the same raw data as the nonlinear phase.
Another useful step will be to incorporate the relative po-
sition of the planar faces into the set of unknown system
parameters, which will mean that an expensive calibration
target will be unnecessary. The extension of the technique
to using an arbitrary surface via ray tracing will also be
investigated.

6 Appendix: Fiducial Mark Estimation

The fiducial marks used in this initialization phase are the
white disks on the targets. The required data are, for each
fiducial mark j, the image plane location and time
@xi( j ),yi( j ),t i( j )# when the fiducial mark’s centroid passes
through the laser plane. By using a centroid operator, this
can be estimated from the observed data@xi(yi ,t)yi #

T,
where the image of the laser stripe intersects image row
yi50 . . .N at sample timest50 . . .T, and the image in-
tensityI (yi ,t) at that stripe location. LetN( j ) be the set of
all data triples@xi(yi ,t),yi ,t# identified to be in the vicinity
of fiducial markj, such thatI (yi ,t).t. Then the estimate
of the fiducial mark position is given by

x̃i~ j !5
( [xi (yi ,t),yi ,t] PN( j )I ~yi ,t !xi~yi ,t !

( [xi (yi ,t),yi ,t] PN( j )I ~yi ,t !
~55!

ỹi~ j !5
( [xi (yi ,t),yi ,t] PN( j )I ~yi ,t !yi

( [xi (yi ,t),yi ,t] PN( j )I ~yi ,t !
~56!

t̃ ~ j !5
( [xi (yi ,t),yi ,t] PN( j )I ~yi ,t !t

( [xi (yi ,t),yi ,t] PN( j )I ~yi ,t !
. ~57!

In practice,N( j ) is identified as follows in an interactive
manner. The user is shown an image in which each row

Table 1 Statistics for distance from plane for back-projecting ob-
served (x i , t) data into 3-D and measuring distance from true
planes.

Mean (m) Std Dev (m)

Linear 20.031392 0.032319

Nonlinear 0.000016 0.001140

Fig. 6 Calibration target 3-D data reconstructed using the param-
eters from the nonlinear estimator.
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shows the intensity recorded along the laser stripe for a
particular scan, and the scans are stacked one above another
to form the columns, as shown in Fig. 5. The operator iden-
tifies the location of several such points, so that an approxi-
mate estimate of the calibration parameters can be gener-
ated. This is used to project all of the fiducial marks onto
the image. Then all image points that are within a elliptic
region centered on these estimates and having an intensity
larger than the thresholdt form N( j ).
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